What’s New

Improvements
• Improved messaging informing users when a change to a monitoree’s Case Status results in a change to their Latest Public Health Action

Usability and Performance
• Simplified how Advanced Filters are saved on the backend to make the code more maintainable
• Fixed behavior when the Address, Age, or Manual Contact Attempts Advanced Filters are used with a blank value to better align with user expectations. Filtering for a blank value will now show records where there is no data in the corresponding field
• Disabled “Submit” button when editing a Symptom Report if no changes have been made
• Disabled Continuous Exposure toggle for monitorees in the Isolation Workflow when editing their Potential Exposure Information, as toggling this has no effect in the Isolation Workflow
• Added support for the “Contact That Became a Case” data element in the API
• Additional minor backend improvements

User Documentation

Updates
• Minor updates only

Configurability Enhancements for Future Sara Alert Use

Overall Improvements
• Made the help menu links (for User Guides, User Forum, and Contact Us) configurable, which allows the links to be easily changed by a system administrator
• Made the privacy policy URL linked in monitoree messages configurable, which allows the link to be easily changed by a system administrator

Announcements
• The final Sara Alert release, v1.44, is scheduled for deployment to production on April 19, 2022, at 10pm EDT
• There are no Import/Export feature updates planned for v1.44. There is not an Import/Export update accompanying these pre-release notes